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OUR PEOPLE
We safeguard the wellbeing and development of our people.
Putting sustainability first in everything we do, we are protecting
our community and the environment.
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OUR CUSTOMERS
We share what we know about sustainability with our customers.
Working together we can create solutions for a sustainable future.
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OUR SUPPLIERS
We buy responsibly and ethically from trusted, partner suppliers.
We deliver products and services with integrity and confidence.
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SUSTAINABLE
FUTURE
PROGRAMME
As the hospitality industry works together to
ensure a safe and sustainable return to normal,
Bunzl Catering Supplies continues with its
promise to source responsibly and deliver global
solutions at a local level, providing catering
operators the products they need to reduce risk
and to operate a safe and sustainable business
model in the wake of Covid-19.
As an industry-leading initiative, the Sustainable
Future programme helps our people, customers
and suppliers to understand their environmental
impact and aims to contribute to a working
and living environment that is safe, supportive
and sustainable.
A key pillar in our value proposition, our
Sustainable Future programme is underpinned
by long-term objectives to deliver Sustainable
Development Goals, which provide a clear path
for continual environmental improvement,
monitoring operating improvements in areas
such as recycling, reducing fuel usage and
sourcing sustainable products.
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SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT
GOALS
We have adopted the United Nation’s Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) as our roadmap
for action. SDGs have been developed by the
United Nations and their business partners to
identify, and start to address, the world’s leading
sustainability challenges. Crucially, SDGs have
begun to establish a global common language
for sustainability.

Underpinning the work achieved in our
Sustainable Future programme, we are working
across all core functions in our business, to
deliver against SDGs numbered 3 (Good Health
and Well-being), 12 (Responsible Consumption
and Production), 13 (Climate Action), 14 (Life
Below Water) and 15 (Life on Land).
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With twice as many electric vehicles registered
in 2020 compared with the previous year, it is
estimated that the number of electric cars on UK
roads is expected to exceed that of diesel-powered
models by 2030. Fleet cars will play a vital part
in this, with businesses committing to putting
4.8 million electric cars on the road by 2030, an
increase of 80%.*
Electric vehicles are now being offered to
employees as an integral part of the Bunzl Catering
& Hospitality Division car fleet.† In partnership
with Lex Autolease, employees at Bunzl Catering
Supplies can now choose a fully electric vehicle
for business use, helping to reduce tailpipe CO2
emissions compared to petrol or diesel options.
Those employees championing electric vehicles
are helping to accelerate the provision of
important related infrastructure, normalising the
process of charging at work, at home and on the
road. Additionally, with the growth of clean air
zones and increased parking charges in larger
cities, employees using electric vehicles are
avoiding the risk of being penalised under new
rules for conventional cars.
Mike Symes (National Account Manager) at Bunzl
Catering Supplies is one of the first employees to
opt for an electric vehicle at work.

* Extracted from Fleet News (online) Feb 2021: EVs expected to outnumber diesel cars on UK roads by 2030.
†Being offered to employees travelling less than 30,000 miles per year.

“

“

CHAMPIONING
ELECTRIC VEHICLES

As a busy account manager, working with
multiple national customers in the hospitality
industry, I use my car for essential business
travel throughout the UK on a regular basis.
Switching to an electric vehicle has given
me an immediate opportunity to reduce
my environmental impact, playing a part in
building a sustainable future.
Mike Symes,
National Account Manager,
Bunzl Catering Supplies
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BUNZL DRIVER
ACADEMY SCHEME
To help our employees gain the qualifications they
need to become elite commercial drivers, we have
established the Bunzl Driver Academy scheme. The
academy gives employees access to apprenticeships
(LGV level 2 and Express delivery operative) and
driver development opportunities. The academy
is open to existing drivers, warehouse staff and
prospective employees for career progression in
transport and driving roles.
Since 2019, 19 employees have completed the
academy programme, many progressing from a
Category B licence to a Category CE licence. In the
past 18 months, due to Covid-19, the academy
has been adapted to include remote training,
phone-in tutor sessions and socially distanced
group meetings, ensuring employees participate
in a safe learning environment.

“

“

Since its inception in 2019 our driver
academy programme has been a vital part
of maintaining a full team of highly skilled
drivers who provide our customers with a
first-class service. We are very proud of the
way the team has adapted to the pressures
of Covid-19 and that we have been able to
continue with the scheme throughout the
pandemic.
Philip Haskew,
National Transport Manager,
Bunzl Catering Supplies
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GROWING THE
SUSTAINABILITY TEAM
In July 2021, Katie Borton joined the
Sustainability team in the role of Sustainability
Co-ordinator. Katie has worked at Bunzl Catering
Supplies for 5 years as a sales co-ordinator and
is currently enrolled on the Bunzl Sales Academy
studying business-to-business sales at Level 4.

“

“

During her time at Bunzl Catering Supplies,
Katie has seen the issue of sustainability become
increasingly important to customers, she says,
“Having worked closely with customers and
suppliers in the hospitality industry for many
years, I have seen an industry-wide recognition
that, as a supply chain, we must work together
to reduce our environmental impact. Moving
into a sustainability role, I have the opportunity
to help our customers define and realise their
sustainability goals, which are now a critical part
of operating for a sustainable future.”

As part of a continuing commitment to
our Sustainable Future programme, we
are growing our sustainability team. Katie
Borton brings a wealth of customer-facing
experience and a genuine desire to help
customers achieve thier sustainability goals.
Justin Turquet,
Head of Sustainability,
Bunzl Catering Supplies
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SUSTAINABLE
FUTURE AT CATERING
EQUIPMENT EXPO 2021
Bunzl Catering Supplies is taking part in the
Catering Equipment Expo at London Olympia
in September, featuring a stand dedicated to its
market-leading Sustainable Future programme.
Now in its fifth year, the Catering Equipment
Expo, run as part of The Restaurant Show, is
a highly successful platform for cutting-edge
innovation and market insight.
As part of its Sustainable Future programme,
Bunzl Catering Supplies is bringing innovation
in sustainable food packaging to its customers
at the Expo for 2021, featuring a number of
compostable, recyclable and reusable product
ranges from its exclusive brands Sustain, Revive
and Reuse.

Justin Turquet, Head of Sustainability at Bunzl
Catering Supplies, comments, “This Expo gives
us a fantastic opportunity to talk directly to our
customers about the environmental legislation
that will impact product ranges in the near future.
As part of our Sustainable Future programme,
we are committed to communicating closely
with our people, customers and suppliers to
ensure they have the information they need to
make informed decisions around the issue of
sustainability.”

Justin Turquet, Head of Sustainability at Bunzl
Catering Supplies, and Katie Bradbury,
Sustainability and Packaging Innovation Manager
at Bunzl Catering Supplies, supported by Katie
Borton, Sustainability Coordinator and the Bunzl
Catering Supplies sales team, will be
on-hand to talk with customers about emerging
material and design product innovation and
forthcoming environmental legislation that will
have a direct effect on how businesses operate in
the hospitality sector in the future.
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SUPPORTING
RECYCLING
INITIATIVES
In July, a new vessel in the battle to clean
up plastic pollution in Britain’s waterways –
‘Seacycler’ - was unveiled in Bristol. Launched
by environmental charity Hubbub, the 12-seater
punt is made from 99% recycled plastic and will be
permanently based in Bristol Harbour.

Seacycler will be moored at Young Bristol pontoon
where plastic fishing trips will help remove more
plastic debris from Bristol Harbour, which will then
be recycled and go towards making further boats
with the same aim - a fantastic example of the
circular economy in action.

“

“

Funded equally by Bunzl plc and Danone UK &
Ireland, Seacycler has been donated to awardwinning education consultants Sustainable
Hive. The boat will take local people out on
‘plastic fishing’ trips to raise awareness of the
growing levels of plastic pollution in Bristol’s
waterways and to educate local schoolchildren
and businesses about the impact of litter on the
environment and the value of recycling plastic.

By involving local schools and businesses in
a fun and engaging way, the plastic fishing
trips on Seacycler will not only help clean-up
the harbour and reduce the impact of litter
on wildlife, but it also demonstrates that
plastic has a value and can be turned into
something useful.
Gavin Ellis,
Co-founder and Director,
Hubbub
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SUSTAINABLE
RESTAURANT
ASSOCIATION
Bunzl Catering & Hospitality Division has joined
the Sustainable Restaurant Association (SRA),
an organisation that works with businesses,
like-minded industry bodies and campaign
groups to accelerate change towards an
environmentally restorative and socially
progressive hospitality sector. in the UK.
‘Food Made Good’ is the SRA’s main
programme for driving and sustaining positive
change. Through its now industry standard
sustainability framework, sustainability rating,
portfolio of digital and physical resources
including a dedicated online platform, and
annual awards, Food Made Good provides its
10,000+ members with all the tools they need
to be world leaders in sourcing and serving
sustainable food.

“

“

We are delighted to be members of the
SRA, joining many of our customers in
creating better, sustainable food systems.
Collaboration is a crucial part of building a
sustainable future, so finding like-minded
organisations such as the SRA to work with
is a crucial part of our programme.
Robin Maxwell,
Sales Director,
Bunzl Catering Supplies
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ETHICAL SOURCING
DURING COVID-19
Covid-19 had an extraordinary impact on global
supply chains as the demand for Personal
Protective Equipment (PPE) reached unparalleled
levels. In March 2020, key workers in the NHS and
care and education settings sought to protect
themselves, their colleagues and those in their
care from the devastating effects of the pandemic.*
This increase in demand, coupled with a fall in
exports from China, created unique challenges for
the purchasing team at Bunzl Catering Supplies,
who were necessitated to react quickly to
unprecedented demand.
As a leading distribution business supplying
healthcare and educational settings throughout
the UK, Bunzl Catering Supplies was able to utilize
its global purchasing resources to deliver critical
PPE to its customers throughout the pandemic,
whilst maintaining the high standards demanded
by the Bunzl Ethical Sourcing Policy.
Working closely with our Bunzl Asia office in
Shanghai, we secured essential safety products
through our large network of Bunzl approved and
audited suppliers, ensuring that we continued
to focus on quality, production and social
accountability. Throughout the pandemic, we
maintained absolute confidence in product quality
and compliance, meeting our commitments to
working conditions and our
zero-tolerance policy against key risk areas
including child labour and modern slavery.
*Report: The supply of personal protective equipment (PPE) during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Department of Health & Social Care. 2020.

We continue to work with our global supply
chain, to ensure all our customers are equipped
with the personal safety, hygiene, and cleaning
products they require to operate safely and
sustainably in the wake of Covid-19.
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INNOVATION
THROUGH THE
SUPPLY CHAIN
Bunzl Catering Supplies is working with leading
suppliers, and the wider supply chain, to bring
innovation in single-use food packaging to its
customers in the hospitality industry. As new
material and design concepts emerge, we are
working collaboratively with the supply chain to
assess and review innovation, looking at practical
application in a hospitality environment and seeking
customer feedback from the outset.
In recent years, environmental legislation and
a growing public concern over waste has put
increased focus on sustainability-led innovation in
product design and end-of-life solutions. Operators
in the hospitality industry are looking for single-use
food packaging options with a reduced impact on
the environment.
In 2021, we introduced the concept of Notpla coated
kraft food boxes to our customers via our Innovate
marketing programme. Notpla coating is a special
lining made from seaweed, a naturally renewable
resource that grows fast, is globally abundant and
readily available. Home compostable in six weeks,
Notpla Coating does not require specific recycling
pathways or specialised industrial composting
equipment to degrade.
We are working with Notpla and other partner
suppliers to conceive and develop ongoing
innovation in material and product design that will
provide meaningful solutions and drive sustainable
growth in the hospitality industry.
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“

As the hospitality industry reopens
post Covid-19, the Sustainable Future
programme remains a core part of
our value proposition, it helps us
understand our environmental impact
and contribute to a working and living
environment that is safe, supportive
and sustainable.

National South
Tel: 0845 301 7607
nationalccsouth@bunzl.co.uk

“

Matt Johnson,
Managing Director,
Bunzl Catering & Hospitality Division

National North
Tel: 0845 301 7610
nationalccnorth@bunzl.co.uk
Regional
Tel: 0845 604 1454
regional@bunzl.co.uk
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